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Montagliani and Hockley (2019) presented evidence that item-method directed forgetting not only leads to
worse recognition of forget-cued targets than remember-cued targets but also better rejection of foils associated
with forget-cued targets than remember-cued targets. Based on that result, they proposed that participants
elaboratively encode more category-level information about R-cued targets. We present a retrieval-based
explanation of the result within an instance-basedmemorymodel. Themodel imports word representations from
two distributional semantic models, latent semantic analysis (LSA) and random permutation model (RPM), into
an instance-based model of memory, MINERVA 2. The model reproduced Montagliani and Hockley’s results
without requiring assumptions about elaborated encoding of category-level information at study. The simula-
tions demonstrate that whereas Montagliani and Hockley’s !ndings are consistent with an account grounded in
elaborated encoding of words at study, the results do not force that conclusion. Instead, better encoding of
remember-cued targets at study establishes the conditions for retrieval-time effects at test to produce a
corresponding in"uence on false recognition for category-related foils. Our model can be used as a formal
tool to think about and study the incidental consequences of item directed forgetting in recognition memory.

Public Signi!cance Statement
Research on human memory suggests that when people are told to forget information, they can do so
successfully to some extent—people remember information cued to be remembered better than
information cued to be forgotten. We created a computer model that simulates intentional forgetting
to better understand how people do this.
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Forgetting in everyday life is often undesirable, yet there are cases
where intentional forgetting is bene!cial. For example, if court room
evidence is deemed inadmissible, jurors make a fairer judgement if
they forget that evidence (Johnson, 1994). Similarly, a poor memory
is viewed as positive in a football quarterback because it is bene!cial
to forget previously thrown interceptions to avoid becoming overly
conservative later in the game. In fact, Fawcett and Hulbert (2020)
recently outlined the many virtues of forgetting and proposed that it
be reconceptualized as a functional process that promotes cognitive
and emotional well-being.
Intentional forgetting has been examined in cognitive psychology

using the directed forgetting procedure (MacLeod, 1975, 1998). In
these studies, people study words, followed by a cue instructing
them to remember (R) or forget (F) those words. In list-method
directed forgetting, the cue to remember or forget is presented after
the participant has studied an entire list (Sahakyan et al., 2013). In
item-method directed forgetting, participants are instructed to

remember or forget each word immediately after it is presented
(Bancroft et al., 2013; Hockley et al., 2016; Montagliani & Hockley,
2019). In both methods, directed forgetting is observed when people
later remember R-cued targets better than F-cued targets at test.

A variety of accounts have been proposed to explain list-method
directed forgetting including selective rehearsal, selective search,
contextual change, and retrieval inhibition (Basden et al., 1993;
Geiselman et al., 1983; Sahakyan et al., 2013; Sheard & MacLeod,
2005). However, the selective rehearsal account dominates the
explanation of item-method directed forgetting (Bancroft et al.,
2013; Sheard & MacLeod, 2005) although the attentional inhibition
account remains a strong competitor (Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010,
2012; Hourihan & Taylor, 2006). According to the selective
rehearsal account, participants engage in maintenance rehearsal
to hold each item in working memory until the cue is presented.
If an R-cue is presented, the participant elaboratively rehearses the
item. If an F-cue is presented, the participant attenuates their
rehearsal of the item (Bancroft et al., 2013; Johnson, 1994). The
standard interpretation is that the F-cued items passively decay from
not being rehearsed (Elmes, 1969; Fawcett & Taylor, 2008; Tan
et al., 2020). However, according to the attentional inhibition
account, the deletion of F-cued items is proposed to engage an
active withdrawal of attention that requires cognitive control. Evi-
dence for this comes from studies that have embedded secondary
tasks within the directed forgetting paradigm. For instance, Fawcett
and Taylor (2008) employed a secondary visual detection task and
found that probes presented after F-cues took longer to detect than
probes presented after R-cues. If removing the item from the
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rehearsal set was a passive process, there should be no attentional
interference on a secondary task, which led Fawcett and Taylor to
conclude that intentional forgetting involves an active inhibition of
attention. They also found that F-cues increased inhibition on a stop-
signal task and that successful forgetting was associated with larger
inhibition of return effects, a proxy for attention removal (Fawcett &
Taylor, 2010). Furthermore, F-cues also led to forgetting of inci-
dental probe words presented in a secondary task (Fawcett & Taylor,
2012). In a recent neuroimaging study, Chiu et al. (2021) found
increased activation of context information and decreased activation
of item information during F-cues, and that the magnitude of
separation between the item and context signals predicted successful
forgetting, suggesting that intentional forgetting involves an active
unbinding of an item from its context. Although these !ndings
support an active account of forgetting, it has also been argued that
these effects could be due to a task-switching effect in which
participants shift their attention to previously encoded R-items
when the F-cue is presented (Tan et al., 2020; though see Chiu
et al., 2021).
Recently, Montagliani and Hockley (2019) examined item-

method directed forgetting in two experiments to evaluate how
directed forgetting might play out in false-alarm rates for foils that
are and are not related to studied targets (see also MacLeod, 1975;
Experiment 1). In both experiments, people studied R-cued and
F-cued words drawn from a dozen well-de!ned taxonomic catego-
ries. Then, they performed recognition for the words they studied. In
Experiment 1, memory was evaluated in a two-alternative forced-
choice (2AFC) recognition test (see also Ahmad, Tan, & Hockley,
2019). In Experiment 2, memory was evaluated in an OLD/NEW
recognition test. In both cases, people recognized R-cued targets
better than F-cued targets: the standard directed forgetting effect.
However, and more importantly, people also had trouble rejecting
foils drawn from the same studied categories.
Based on the results, Montagliani and Hockley argued that people

encoded both R-cued and F-cued targets at study but also encoded
more category-level information in memory of R-cued targets than
F-cued targets. They concluded that the additional category-level
information encoded to memory of R-cued targets caused people to
false alarm to unstudied category associates of R-cued targets at test.
Thus, their explanation argues that false alarms arise from confu-
sions established at encoding consequent to category-level elabora-
tive encoding.
In the work that follows, we present a retrieval-based expla-

nation of Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) results grounded in
a quantitative rather than qualitative encoding difference for R-
and F-cued targets. To articulate our position, we express our
account in a computational model of memory equipped with
word representations derived from two modern accounts of
lexical semantics.
MINERVA 2 is an instance-based model of human memory

(Hintzman, 1984, 1986, 1988). Informally, it proposes that each
study item is encoded to memory as a unique trace. When a test
probe is presented, each trace in memory is activated in proportion to
its similarity to the probe and the sum of activation over all traces
indexes the probe’s familiarity. If a probe’s familiarity is greater
than a recognition threshold, a positive recognition decision is
issued; else a negative recognition decision is issued. Thus, assum-
ing random word lists, the model predicts recognition because a
studied target activates its corresponding representation in memory

along with all other items, whereas an unstudied foil only activates
those other items. However, the story is more complicated when
word lists are structured, like in Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019)
experiments.

MINERVA 2 assumes that items (e.g., words) are represented as
random vectors. Under that assumption, it is assumed that a word
such as CAT will activate itself strongly in memory but will not
activate memory for other words in the list. That is true even if the
other words in the list include KITTEN and DOG. Clearly, that is
problematic if words do have relationships.

In contradiction to that standard assumption, Montagliani and
Hockley (2019) engineered their word lists so that study and test
words were systematically related to one another (i.e., words were
drawn from speci!ed categories). Given the situation, conducting
simulations with random vectors would fail to meet the logical
premise of their experimental design.

To satisfy the premise in the simulations that follow, we import
word representations from two distributional semantic models
(DSMs; Jones, 2019; Lenci, 2018; Reid & Katz, 2018a) into the
MINERVA 2 model of memory: latent semantic analysis (LSA;
Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and the random permutation model
(RPM; Recchia et al., 2015; Sahlgren et al., 2008). As we will
demonstrate, assuming words have relationships and assuming
that people encode R-cued targets better than F-cued targets at
study, a classic model for memory reproduces Montagliani and
Hockley’s (2019) results. Based on that outcome, we argue that
fundamentals of memory provide a suf!cient explanation of their
data and that an explanation does not require additional assump-
tions about elaborative encoding of category-level information
into memory of R-cued over F-cued targets. Rather, the category-
level effects that they report emerge from an interaction between
better encoding of R-cued over F-cued targets at study and how
the mechanics of retrieval play out relative to the similarity
structure of their materials.

The Model

Our model, MINERVA-S (S for semantics), amalgamates repre-
sentation assumptions from LSA and RPM with storage and
retrieval assumptions from MINERVA 2 (see Chubala et al.,
2016, for precedence of this strategy to model implicit learning
of hidden word categories).

Stimulus Representations

DSMs (Jones, 2019; Lenci, 2018; Reid & Katz, 2018a) construct
representations of word meaning by “reading” a record of language
(i.e., a corpus) and deriving vector-based word representations based
on how those words are used in the corpus. Because DSMs represent
word meaning based on how words are used, they implement
Firth’s (1957) dictum from the !eld of linguistics that, “You shall
know the meaning of a word by the company it keeps.”

LSA is a benchmark DSM that derives vector-based word
representations by (a) constructing a word-by-document matrix
that tallies the number of times each word in a corpus appears in
each document (e.g., paragraph), (b) transforming those counts to
corresponding information values, and (c) deriving vectors of a
speci!ed dimensionality via singular value decomposition from the
transformed word-by-document matrix. Once completed, the
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vectors stand in as numeric analogs for word representations that
successfully predict several benchmarks of lexical behaviour
including the rate of language learning, second-order similarity,
judgements about word meaning, lexical access, and lexical
behaviour (e.g., category relationships). In the simulations that
follow, we use LSA word representations represented in 300
dimensions that were derived from language use in the Touch-
stone Applied Science Associates; TASA corpus (see Günther et
al., 2015). A complete description of the model can be found in
the model’s "agship theoretical statement (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997).
RPM is another DSM that derives vector-based word repre-

sentations by vector accumulation. In this model, each word is
assigned a randomly generated environment vector of dimension-
ality 3,000, with 30 elements taking a value of +1, 30 taking a
value of !1, and all other elements equal to 0. A word’s semantic
representation is constructed as a sum of all environment vectors
of the words with which it co-occurs inside a speci!ed window:
usually two words preceding and two words succeeding the target
word. For example, given the sentence, “Albert Katz is the Tom
Brady of psycholinguistics,” the window for the target word
BRADY includes THE, TOM, OF, and PSYCHOLINGUISTICS.
As the model reads, the semantic representation for each target
word is updated. After reading an entire corpus, a word’s !nal
semantic representation is equal to the sum of environment
vectors for all words that appeared within its co-occurrence
window. Like LSA, RPM tracks people’s lexical behaviours in
a number of domains including synonymy, categorization, jud-
gements of word meaning, rate of language acquisition, and
differences relative to experience (e.g., Aujla, 2021). In the
simulations that follow, the RPM word representations are
derived from language in the TASA corpus and are represented
in 3,000 dimensions. A complete description of the model can be
found in the model’s "agship theoretical papers (Recchia et al.,
2015; Sahlgren et al., 2008).

Model for Storage, Retrieval, and Decision

We used Hintzman’s (1984, 1986, 1988) MINERVA 2 to simu-
late recognition based on its storage, retrieval, and decision
assumptions.
To simulate study, we encoded the LSA or RPM representation of

each study word to a unique row in a memory matrix, M. Thus,
memory was an m ! d matrix, where m is the number of items
studied and d is the dimensionality of the word vectors.
We simulated imperfect encoding of study items by copying each

element in a representation to a corresponding element in memory
with probability L; uncopied values equal to zero. When L = 0, no
information about an item is encoded to memory. When L = 1, the
item is encoded perfectly to memory. Intermediate values of L
specify differences in how well items are encoded between those
two extremes. Note that in MINERVA 2, this process can also be
used to model forgetting. That is, over time, the memory trace will
decay, and certain features will be lost. Therefore, each element
having a probability of reverting to zero is also theoretically
consistent with forgetting.
To simulate differences of encoding for R-cued and F-cued

targets, we set L for R-cued targets to be greater than L for
F-cued targets. In speci!c, we set L for F-cued targets equal to

two thirds of the learning rate for the R-cued targets. Consistent with
the selective rehearsal account, we assume that during presentation,
both R-cued and F-cued items are held in working memory via
maintenance rehearsal until the cue is presented. If an R-cue follows,
people continue to encode the item via elaborative rehearsal,
whereas if an F-cue is presented, people cease rehearsal. Therefore,
although both R-cued and F-cued items are encoded similarly prior
to the cue, the R-cue results in stronger overall encoding relative to
the F-cue due to the added bene!t of elaborative rehearsal. For
simplicity, we conceptualize the word presentation and cue as a
single encoding period, which may simplify the dynamics of the
process but captures the overall idea of elaborative rehearsal
bene!tting encoding (though see the General Discussion section
for a consideration of alternative accounts).

Retrieval in the model is simulated by presenting a test probe, p,
to memory, M, to compute its familiarity, f,

f =
Xi=m

i=1
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where f is the probe’s familiarity, pj is feature j of the probe, Mij is
feature j of trace i in memory, m is the number of traces in memory
(i.e., rows in the memory matrix), and d is the dimensionality of the
probe and traces in memory (i.e., columns in the memory matrix).

As shown in Equation 1, the cosine similarity of the test probe and
trace i in memory (the term inside brackets) is raised to the exponent
three when converting trace i’s similarity to its activation. Raising
similarity to the exponent three is important because it models a
positively accelerated similarity-based retrieval gradient such that
relative differences in trace similarity become exaggerated in the
transformation to activation. To illustrate, consider a situation where
the probe has a similarity of .6 to Trace A and .3 to Trace B. Raising
those similarities to the exponent three causes Trace A to be
activated at a strength of .63 = .216 and Trace B to be activated
at a strength of .33 = .027. Thus, whereas Trace A was only two
times more similar to the probe than Trace B, Trace A is activated
eight times more strongly than Trace B.

To simulate recognition decisions in Montagliani and Hockley’s
(2019) 2AFC recognition test from Experiment 1, we computed the
familiarity for both items in a pair and issued a positive recognition
decision for the alternative with the greater familiarity. To simulate
recognition decisions in their OLD/NEW recognition test from
Experiment 2, we computed the familiarity for all test probes in
the test set and then issued OLD recognition decisions to a speci!ed
proportion of the most familiar test items, and a NEW decision to all
other test items. This method allowed tight control over the model’s
decision bias. If the proportion of OLD responses is equal to .5, the
model behaves as an ideal observer (i.e., issuing OLD decisions to
precisely half of the items). If the proportion of OLD responses is
less than .5, the model adopts a conservative decision bias (i.e., more
NEW than OLD decisions). If the proportion of OLD responses is
greater than .5, the model adopts a liberal decision bias (i.e., more
OLD than NEW decisions). We used the proportion of OLD
decisions in our simulations to bring the absolute recognition rates
in our simulated results in line with the absolute recognition rates of
participants in Montagliani and Hockley’s empirical results.
Because recognition decisions in their 2AFC test from Experiment
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1 was a relative judgement on each trial, no decision threshold was
needed. We now describe the speci!c applications of the model to
Montagliani and Hockley’s experiments.1

Simulation of 2AFC Recognition in Experiment 1

In Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) Experiment 1, people
studied 36 R-cued targets drawn in equal numbers from six catego-
ries and 36 F-cued targets drawn in equal numbers from six other
categories (i.e., 6 words per category). Following study, people’s
memory for the targets was evaluated in a 2AFC recognition test,
where each of the 72 targets was paired with either a foil from the
same studied category (e.g., HAWK–DOVE) or a foil from a novel
unstudied category (e.g., HAWK–PIANO); in this example, people
did not study words from the musical instruments category. Mon-
tagliani and Hockley named the same-category test condition the
Exemplar test condition and the different category condition the
Category test condition.
The left panel in Figure 1 showsMontagliani andHockley’s (2019)

results. As shown, people recognized R-cued targets better than F-
cued targets: the standard item-based directed forgetting effect.
People also recognized targets better (both R-cued and F-cued)
when paired with a foil from a different category (i.e., the Category
test condition) than the same studied category (i.e., Exemplar test
condition). Finally, the recognition advantage for R-category condi-
tion over R-exemplar condition was smaller than the advantage for F-
category over F-exemplar condition, though that difference is con-
founded with a ceiling effect that might have attenuated the R-
category over R-exemplar difference. Montagliani and Hockley
(2019) argued that people remembered R-cued targets better than
F-cued targets because they encoded R-cued targets better. They
argued that people recognized targets from the Category condition
better because there was more interference from category overlap
from the same-category (i.e., Exemplar condition) foils than the
different category (i.e., Category condition) foils.
We applied our model to Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019)

experimental design and materials. To simulate study, we stored
the semantic vectors corresponding to targets in Montagliani and
Hockley’s (2019) study lists (see their Appendix). We also applied a
stronger learning rate for R-cued over F-cued targets. In speci!c, L for
R-cued words was equal to .09 for simulations with LSA and .012 for
simulationswith RPM; the learning rates for F-cued targets were equal
to two thirds of the learning rates for the R-cued targets in simulations
with both kinds of representations. Finally, we substituted some of the
words in Montagliani and Hockley’s word lists because representa-
tions for those words were unavailable in our vector sets. For example,
we replaced the two-word items TANK TOP and RUNNING BACK
with corresponding single word associates UNDERSHIRT and
RECEIVER. We also added a word to the !sh category that was
missing in their report. All substitutions can be found in ourAppendix.
To simulate recognition performance at test, we presented the

model with 72 2AFC recognition trials. Half of the R-cued and half
of the F-cued targets were paired with unstudied foils from the same
category (i.e., Exemplar test condition; HAWK–DOVE) and the
other half were paired with unstudied foils from a new unstudied
category (i.e., Category test condition; HAWK–PIANO). Because
the pairs used in the experiment were not speci!ed in the original
paper, we randomized the 72 pairs on each replication (i.e., for each
“simulated subject”). To make a recognition decision on each trial,

the alternative in each target–foil pair with the greater familiarity
was selected as the recognized item.

Simulated results are presented in the centre and right panels of
Figure 1. As shown, the model does a good job of tracking the
empirical means. The rank order of simulated means using both LSA
and RPM representations was a perfect match to the rank order of
means from the empirical study; thus, the simulation model perfectly
captured the generalities of the empirical data. Simulations with both
the LSA and RPM representations exhibit the same ceiling effect that
Montagliani and Hockley (2019) noted in their empirical means. The
absolute !t of empirical and simulated means was slightly better with
the LSA word representations, mean square error (MSE) = 3.58, than
the RPM word representations, MSE = 5.75. Finally, separate two-
way repeated measures analysis of variances (ANOVAs) on the
LSA and RPM simulations were conducted, treating cue (R-cued
vs. F-cued) and test condition (Category vs. Exemplar) as within-
subjects factors. The ANOVAs con!rmed that, like participants, the
model recognized R-cued targets better than F-cued targets and
recognized targets better in the Category test condition when targets
were paired with a different category foil than in the Exemplar test
condition when targets were paired with a same-category foil, all
ps < .05.

Although the model captured several aspects of Montagliani and
Hockley’s (2019) data, it mismatched their empirical data in two
ways. First, the simulations with LSA and RPM failed to predict
participants’ poor recognition rate in the F-exemplar condition
relative to the three other conditions. Second, the model did not
reproduce the statistically signi!cant two-way interaction that Mon-
tagliani and Hockley reported between the factors of cue and test
condition (p > .25), where the magnitude of the R-category versus
R-exemplar difference was consistent in direction with but smaller
in magnitude from the F-category versus F-exemplar difference.
However, we note, as they did, that the reliability of that empirical
interaction is questionable due to a confounding with a ceiling

1 For readers interested in applying our model to other recognition
experiments, we brie"y describe here a summary of the parameters. Our
model has three free parameters: the learning rate (L), the proportion of OLD
responses (OLD/NEW recognition only), and the magnitude decrease in the
learning rate for F-cued compared to R-cued study items. L is a general
parameter that represents how well items are encoded and can be adjusted to
!t overall recognition rates associatedwith differences in study time, depth of
encoding, and full versus divided attention at study (e.g., Knott & Dewhurst,
2007). The proportion of OLD responses is a decision parameter correspond-
ing to the bias parameter in signal detection theory. In addition to the model
parameters, the DSMs that were used to derive the word representations have
parameters. For instance, LSA involves reducing the dimensionality of a
term–document matrix to 300 dimensions, whereas RPM constructs word
representations with 3,000 dimensions. When training the models on a
corpus, other decisions are made as well, such as whether stop words are
removed (Sahlgren et al., 2008) or whether terms are weighted by frequency
or informativeness (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; see also Durda & Buchanan,
2008). These parameters potentially could also be adjusted to !t recognition
data more accurately; however, we simply used the conventional parameters
of these models as they have shown good performance on other semantic
tasks, such as synonym and word similarity judgements (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997; Sahlgren et al., 2008).We employed semantic representations
from these DSMs because they are benchmark models of semantic memory;
however, these particular DSMs are not a core component of the model, and
other DSMs (e.g., Word2Vec; Mikolov et al., 2013) or other plausible
semantic representations (e.g., semantic property norms; Buchanan et al.,
2019; McRae et al., 2005; Reid & Katz, 2021) could be imported into the
model.
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effect. If forced, we could manufacture the same interaction by
adopting the assumption that the model’s performance improves
uniformly over all conditions forcing the size of the R-category
versus R-exemplar difference to shrink faster against the ceiling
effect than the size of the F-category versus F-exemplar difference.
Independent of uncertainties introduced by the ceiling effect, we

conclude that if one assumes people encode R-cued targets better
than F-cued targets, a classic model for memory equipped with DSM
word representations anticipates Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019)
results. Nevertheless, the ceiling effect forces uncertainties into an
assessment of the model’s competence. Therefore, we now apply the
model to Montagliani and Hockley’s Experiment 2 that used an
OLD/NEW recognition design that did not suffer from the same
uncertainty.

Simulation of OLD/NEW Recognition in Experiment 2

Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) Experiment 2 repeated the
design of their Experiment 1 but evaluated participants’ memory of
the studied words in an OLD/NEW rather than 2AFC recognition
test. In the study phase, people studied 36 R-cued targets and 36
F-cued targets. At test, they completed an OLD/NEW recognition
test for 144 words that included the 36 R-cued targets, the 36 F-cued
targets, and 72 foils. The 72 foils were of three kinds: 18 foils drawn
from the same categories as R-cued targets (i.e., R-category foils),
18 foils drawn from the same categories as F-cued targets (i.e.,
F-category foils), and 36 foils drawn from unstudied categories (i.e.,
New-category foils).
Recognition performance by Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019)

participants is shown in the left panel of Figure 2. As shown,
participants recognized R-cued targets better than F-cued targets
(the standard directed forgetting effect), false alarmed to R-category
foils worse than the F-category foils (the corresponding effect in hit
rates for R-cued and F-cued targets), and false alarmed to F-category
foils worse than New-category foils (providing evidence that people
remembered F-cued targets less but did not “forget” them).
Based on their data, Montagliani and Hockley (2019) concluded

that people remembered R-cued targets better than F-cued targets

because they encoded R-cued targets better at study and that people
false alarmed to R-category foils more than F-category foils because
they encoded more category-level information about R-cued targets
than F-cued targets at study. However, whereas their conclusions
rest on the claim that people encoded more category-level informa-
tion about R-cued than F-cued targets at study, our simulations will
demonstrate that their results fall out of familiarity differences for
the different kinds of test probes without that assumption.

To simulate the experiment, we encodedR-cued and F-cued targets
to memory with different learning rates (the same learning rates used
to simulate results from Experiment 1). Then, we computed the
familiarity for all 144 test items: the 72 targets and the 72 foils.
Finally, we converted familiarities to OLD/NEW recognition deci-
sions by issuing OLD decisions to 45% of the test items with the
highest familiarities and a NEW decision to the remainder (i.e., a
modest conservative decision bias that brought the simulated means
into line with the empirical means).

The middle and right panels of Figure 2 show results of simulations
with the LSA and RPM word representations. As shown, the simula-
tion results using both the LSA and RPM word representations
correspond closely to the empirical data. The model reproduced
the standard directed forgetting effect: better recognition of R-cued
targets than F-cued targets. The model reproduced the corresponding
result in false-alarm rates: higher false-alarm rates for R-category foils
than F-category foils. False-alarm rates for R-category and F-category
foils were higher than for New-category foils: People falsely recog-
nized foils drawn from the same categories as studied items more
often than foils drawn from new categories. False-alarm rates for
F-category foils were higher than for New-category foils: Consistent
with the conclusion that people encoded F-cued targets worse than
R-cued targets but did not “forget” the F-cued targets as the name of
the experimental manipulation might suggest. However, in difference
to the results for Experiment 1, the absolute model !t was better using
RPM word representations,MSE = 5.87, than LSA word representa-
tions, MSE = 8.77. Separate repeated measures ANOVAs on results
from simulations with the LSA and RPM representations con!rmed
that our conclusions about differences in the preceding paragraph
were statistically corroborated, all ps < .05. Finally, neither the

Figure 1
Empirical Data and Simulated Data With the LSA and RPM Vectors for Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) Experiment 1
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empirical data nor the model simulations were compromised by a
ceiling effect; therefore, an assessment of model !t does not require
quali!cation as it did in Experiment 1.
In summary, our model successfully simulated Montagliani and

Hockley’s (2019) results. If words are represented and one assumes
better encoding of R-cued than F-cued targets at study, one can expect
a better hit rate for R-cued targets over F-cued targets (a standard
directed forgetting effect), a corresponding effect in false-alarm rates
for R-category over F-category foils, and a higher false-alarm rate for
F-category than New-category foils. WhereasMontagliani and Hock-
ley’s data are consistent with the supposition that people encode
category-level information about all words presented at study but
encode more category-level information about R-cued than F-cued
targets, our simulations demonstrate that the data in hand do not
necessitate that conclusion. Instead, the data can be explained by
assuming better encoding of R-cued than F-cued targets at study with
differences of global familiarity for the different kinds of recognition
probes driving the pattern of results at test. The explanation sub-
stantiates a claim, though not a certain conclusion, that a retrieval-
based account of performance explains the results and thus shifts an
explanation from a focus on elaborative category-level encoding
operations at study to emergent effects that arise at test due to an
interaction between better memory of R-cued than F-cued targets and
the similarity structure implemented in selection of items in Mon-
tagliani and Hockley’s study–test design.

General Discussion

Montagliani and Hockley (2019) presented data from two recog-
nition memory experiments that show people not only recognize
R-cued better than F-cued words in an item-method directed
forgetting task but also have more dif!culty rejecting foils from
the same categories as R-cued targets compared to F-cued targets.
They proposed that the locus of the effect is differential elaborative
encoding of category-level information into memory of the R-cued
over F-cued targets at study.

We have presented simulations to show that their results do not
force assumptions about differential elaborative encoding of
category-level information for R-cued and F-cued targets at study.
The patterns of performance that they report can be understood if
one assumes word representations from benchmark DSMs are valid
and that R-cued words are encoded better than F-cued words at
study. However, the difference in explanation should not be
exaggerated.

Although we have presented our account as a foil to Montagliani
and Hockley’s (2019) explanation of the data, our account is still
largely consistent with their fundamental argument. Both accounts
agree that people encode R-cued targets better than F-cued targets.
Both accounts agree that the relationships of word meaning between
targets and foils are critical for understanding why people false
alarm as they do to R-category, F-category, and New-category foils
at test. However, the two accounts disagree on how the relevant
category-level information is acquired, represented, and used. In
Montagliani and Hockley’s case, category-level information is a
consequence of elaborative category-level encoding that is added to
memory in rehearsal. In our case, the category relations come for
free, implicitly embedded in the representations of words derived
from DSMs. Whereas that difference might appear to be splitting a
hair, it is critical for characterizing memory and understanding
recognition. In Montagliani and Hockley’s case, category-level
information is value-added information encoded to memory. In
our case, category-level information comes for free as part of
preexperimental knowledge and simply plays out in the course of
encoding and retrieval. Of course, our evidence does not deny that
elaborative rehearsal plays a role in remembering behaviours that
follow from directed forgetting. However, our evidence does show
that it must be justi!ed on additional experimental grounds. Thus,
although we do not wish to overextend the completeness of our
account for retrieval-based effects as a complete account of directed
forgetting, we think it presents an intriguing entry point for consid-
ering how automatic processes in memory contribute in parallel to
deliberate rehearsal strategies and metacognitive mechanisms that
are invoked to understand directed forgetting effects.

Figure 2
Empirical Data and Simulated Results With LSA and RPM Word Representations for Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) Experiment 2
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Note. Parameters: L = .09 for R-cued targets in simulations with LSA and .012 for simulations with RPM. The decision criterion was slightly conservative: for
simulations with both kinds of word representations, the decision criterion was set so that 45% of the test items with the highest familiarities were identi!ed as
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From that perspective, our analysis demonstrates the value of
computational modelling, not only for the precision it provides in
articulating assumptions and how memory mechanisms work but
also for tracking how preexperimental knowledge of word meaning
plays into recognition. As Lewandowsky (1993) noted in their
discussion on the costs and bene!ts of using computational models,
organizing principles of memory in a computational model can help
to keep track of as well as reveal complicated and unintuitive
predictions that are, otherwise, dif!cult to keep track of in a mental
model. In this instance, a complete description of item representa-
tion, storage, retrieval, and decision suggests that assuming differ-
ential encoding of R-cued and F-cued targets provides a suf!cient
account of recognition performance, even if it seems that additional
assumptions are required to bridge what appears to be an intui-
tive gap.
From our perspective, it is not surprising that researchers have

focused on operations at encoding to understand the directed
forgetting effect. Afterall, the instruction to remember or forget
an item occurs at study. However, our simulations show that
retrieval is also an important consideration for arriving at a complete
account. For that reason, Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) exami-
nation of false recognition for related foils represents a particularly
valuable addition to the database on directed forgetting. Their results
expose an empirical eddy that opens questions not only about the
words that people try to forget, but how that effort to forget cascades
into larger effects for items that they are not trying to forget. From
our perspective, explaining Montagliani and Hockley’s differences
in recognition for unstudied items demands a retrieval-based
account of recognition for an experimental manipulation that clearly
extends its memorial reach well past the item in question and the
moment of encoding. We hope that Montagliani and Hockley’s
experiments will serve as a productive launching point to a larger
systematic research programme that ties down and explores
retrieval-time effects arising from directed forgetting manipulations.
Although we constrain any hard conclusions to our analysis of

Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) experiments in particular, we
would like to argue that our models point to connections between
their experiment and broader issues in the domain of false recogni-
tion. In a Deese–Roediger–McDermott (DRM) experiment (Deese,
1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995), people study lists of themati-
cally related words (e.g., REST, BED, NAP, and BLANKET). At
test, they are prone to false recognition of an unstudied critical word
that !ts with that same theme (e.g., SLEEP). According to
MINERVA 2, people false alarm to the unstudied critical word
because it activates memory traces of thematically related words.
Although no single thematically related word activates strongly, the
sum of activation over all those words can generate a suf!cient sum
of activation to elicit a false recognition (see Arndt & Hirshman,
1998). We are now working on simulations of the DRM effect using
the current model (minus the differential encoding for R- and F-
cues) and have found some success, observing high rates of false
recognition for critical associates but relatively low rates for unre-
lated foils. Thus, we view Montagliani and Hockley’s results for
category-related foils to be an instance of the same phenomenon. In
their case, people false alarmed to R-category and F-category words
more than New-category words because those foils elicit a suf!-
ciently strong sum of activation from their studied category-related
targets. However, Montagliani and Hockley’s results add that false
recognition of a categorically related foil should grow with better

encoding of its category-related target or targets at study. Consistent
with this, Marche et al. (2005) examined item-method directed
forgetting with DRM lists and found that critical associates of
R-cued targets were falsely recalled and recognized more often
than critical associates of F-cued targets, suggesting a parallel effect
for thematically related foils. Enhancing depth of processing by
having participants makes a semantic rather than super!cial judge-
ment about presented words also enhanced both veridical recogni-
tion and false recognition for associates (Thapar & McDermott,
2001). The fact that a memory model predicts false recognition of
study-related words and also predicts differences in the likelihood of
false recognition conditional on the strength of encoding related
words at study opens up new possibilities for leveraging study
manipulations such as directed forgetting to understand the general
mechanics of false recognition and for integrating data and theory
over different research silos.

We report simulations with the same model for storage and
retrieval but use word representations derived from two different
DSMs: LSA and RPM. Our simulation with both theories was
consistent with one another and with the empirical data. There are,
however, some differences of note. Simulations of Experiment 1
were slightly better with LSA representations than RPM representa-
tions, whereas simulations of Experiment 2 were slightly better with
RPM than LSA representations in terms of absolute model !t,
although LSA also captured the main !ndings very well. Whereas
a full discussion of differences between DSMs is tangential to the
focus of this article (see Jones et al., 2006; Recchia et al., 2010;
Jones et al., 2015, for such discussions), an important distinction
between LSA and RPM is that LSA is a syntagmatic model (words
that co-occur have high similarity values) and RPM is a paradig-
matic model (similar words in the model do not necessarily co-occur
with each other, but occur with similar surrounding words;
Sahlgren, 2008). Similarity in syntagmatic models is more sensitive
to associations and thematic relations (e.g., CAT and SCRATCH)
and similarity in paradigmatic models is more sensitive to synonym
and antonym relationships (e.g., CAT and DOG). As associations
are important in recognition (Buchanan et al., 1999), this may be
why the model performed slightly better with LSA’s syntagmatic
representations than RPM’s paradigmatic representations, at least in
Experiment 1. Nonetheless, future research could use different
models for representation and conduct precise experiments to
explore what kinds of word representations best track people’s
memorial performance. If so, it may be wise to consider a more
inclusive comparison of related neural network-based models of
word representation such asWord2Vec (Mikolov, Chen,et al., 2013;
Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014),
and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). It would also be important to
include representations based on empirically derived semantic
property generation norms known to capture some aspects of
perceptual grounding that DSMs do not (e.g., Buchanan et al.,
2019; McRae et al., 2005; Reid & Katz, 2021).

Throughout this article, we have F-cued encoding as an
attenuation of encoding rather than an erasure of memory. That
perspective is consistent with recent studies employing “no cue” or
“uninformative cue” (cue without an instruction to remember or
forget) conditions that have found that compared to noncued targets,
F-cued targets are remembered either equally as well (Ahmad et al.,
2019; Tan et al., 2020) or better (Gao et al., 2016, 2019; Schindler &
Kissler, 2018; Zwissler et al., 2015; though see Sahakyan & Foster;
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2009; Taylor et al., 2018). Given that’s the case, our model appears
in line with empirical wisdom. It should be noted, however, that the
model is also consistent with the attention inhibition account, which
proposes an active forgetting process. For instance, it could be
assumed that R-cued and F-cued items are encoded equivalently
during the word’s presentation, but then the F-cue results in more
features being deleted from the representation due to active for-
getting. This would also result in a relative difference of encoding
for R- and F-cued items, although the difference would be attributed
to a cost of forgetting rather than a bene!t of rehearsal. Therefore, an
interesting follow-up on Montagliani and Hockley’s study would be
to include a neutral encoding condition that establishes a reference
point to measure if instructing participants to remember a word
produces a bene!t, if instructing participants to forget a word
produces a cost, or both. Data of those sort would help to evaluate
our model and, more importantly, provide additional empirical
constraints to decide if directed forgetting is better understood as
weak encoding (as per the selective rehearsal hypothesis) or some
kind of memorial erasure or suppression as proposed in the atten-
tional inhibition account (Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010, 2012; Lee
et al., 2013).
Consistent with tradition, we have focused our assessment of

model !t against differences in the means across test conditions.
However, a fully competent model should also !t differences in the
standard deviations across test conditions. Taking that into consider-
ation, our model matches relative variation in standard deviations
across test conditions in Experiment 1 well (see Figure 1) but relative
variation in standard deviations across test conditions in Experiment 2
less so (see Figure 2). In particular, it fails to predict a large standard
deviation in recognition of F-cued targets. To our thinking, the better
!t to standard deviations in Experiment 1 is likely due to the ceiling
effect that constrains or even forces the relative differences in
standard deviations across test conditions. However, the mismatch
in Experiment 2 presents some intriguing possibilities.
Although we can only speculate as to the reason for the difference

for a large standard deviation in recognition of F-cued targets in
Experiment 2, we speculate that it might be due to differences in
participants’ compliance with the forget instructions. In support of
that supposition, Delaney et al. (2015) found that individuals who
score high on personality measures of conscientiousness are more
compliant in switching their encoding strategies between F-cued and
R-cued trials. Thus, if one assumes variation in the conscientious-
ness of participants in Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) experi-
ment, one might predict more variance in the hit rate for F-cued
targets in the simulated data.
To assess the hypothesis, we reconducted our simulations for

Experiment 2. However, rather than setting the learning rate for
F-cued targets to be an unwavering two thirds of the learning rate for
R-cued targets in every replication (i.e., for all “simulated subjects”),
we randomly sampled a learning rate for F-cued targets relative to
R-cued targets between one third and equivalence in each replication
(i.e., as though each replication represented a subject with a varying
degree of conscientiousness in complying with the directed for-
getting instruction).2 That simulation produced a larger variability in
the simulated hit rates observed for F-cued targets compared to
R-cued targets, while still predicting the standard directed forgetting
effect: better recognition of R-cued than F-cued targets. The success
of our modi!ed simulation suggests that MINERVA 2 can capture
differences in standard deviations as well as means over conditions

but that might require mapping parameters to individual differences
in subject behaviour (Delaney et al., 2015).

Future Directions

Although our simulations suggest that Montagliani and Hock-
ley’s data do not force the conclusion that category-level informa-
tion is elaboratively rehearsed when R-cues are presented, as we
noted above, our simulations do not rule this out either. Therefore, it
may be helpful to consider future experiments that could adjudicate
between these accounts. One possibility could be to employ an overt
rehearsal condition where participants are asked to “think out loud”
and say any words or thoughts that come to mind when they are
studying the items (Rundus, 1971; Rundas & Atkinson, 1970).
Overt rehearsal has been used in DRM studies to explore whether
participants consciously think of critical lures during encoding
(Goodwin et al., 2001; Marsh & Bower, 2004; Seamon et al.,
2002) and has also been used to examine rehearsal strategies in
the context of directed forgetting (Hourihan, 2021). If overt
rehearsal reveals that during R-cues, participants frequently generate
category labels or make explicit connections with other category
members, this would favour Montagliani and Hockley’s account,
especially if the frequency with which category labels are generated
is found to be correlated with false recognition for R-category items.

Another possibility could be to examine whether Montagliani and
Hockley’s !ndings replicate with categories that are not obvious and
not easily identi!ed. For instance, Katz and colleagues (Katz & Law,
2010; Katz & Reid, 2020; Reid & Katz, 2018b) have examined
memory effects for idiomatic expressions that can be grouped by
“conceptual metaphor” categories (e.g., TIME IS MONEY: “that
cost me a day,” “budget your hours,” “that should buy a few
minutes”). These categories can generate similar memory effects
as taxonomic categories, such as release from proactive interference
(Katz & Law, 2010) and false recognition (Reid & Katz, 2018b).
Critically, however, participants have a dif!cult time identifying the
metaphorical categories (Katz & Reid, 2020) and providing them
with the category themes prior to encoding can actually hinder
memory performance (Katz & Law, 2010). Similarly, lists com-
posed of ad hoc category members have shown false memory
effects, even though these categories are also dif!cult to identify,
and presenting the lists with the category themes has little effect on
false memory (Soro et al., 2017). If a similar pattern of results to the
present study is observed with such stimuli, it would support our
account over Montagliani and Hockley’s as it would be dif!cult to
imagine that category-level information could be elaboratively
rehearsed in these contexts.

Although the focus of the present study was to model directed
forgetting for word stimuli, directed forgetting effects have been
observed with a variety of different stimuli, including phone num-
bers (Gottlob et al., 2006), symbols (Hourihan et al., 2009), faces
(Goernert et al., 2011; Quinlan & Taylor, 2014), and photographs
(Ahmad et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2018). Notably, Ahmad et al.

2 Note that we could apply similar variation to the other parameters as
well, such as learning rate and proportion of OLD responses, to capture
individual variation in learning or response bias. The purpose here, however,
was to model the directed forgetting effect, and in general, the model is meant
to capture group-level effects rather than individual behaviour. Therefore, for
simplicity, we applied the same learning rate and proportion of OLD
responses across all participants.
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(2019) obtained similar effects as observed in Study 1 of
Montagliani and Hockley (2019) with pictures that could be cate-
gorized according to the scenes or objects depicted (e.g., pictures of
kitchens). In a similar 2AFC task, F-cues reduced recognition when
targets were paired with foils from the same category, but not when
they were paired with foils from a different category. The authors
concluded that directed forgetting led to a relative reduction in
encoding of perceptual details, but not the “gist” of the pictures.
Extending our model to account for pictorial stimuli would be an

interesting avenue of future research. Some approaches have em-
ployed neural networks to extract features from images, which allow
pictures to be mapped to vectors (Dharmaretnam & Fyshe, 2018;
Jiang et al., 2021; Vokey & Jamieson, 2014; Vokey et al., 2018).
Such representations could be compatible with our model. Further-
more, if scenes from the same category share more perceptual
features in common (much as words from the same category share
more semantic features), it may explain why target images are more
dif!cult to recognize when paired with foil images from the same
category than foils from another category. If our model was able to
successfully simulate these !ndings, it could explain Ahmad et al.’s
!ndings without assuming separate representations for perceptual
details and gist. Instead, R-cues may simply result in more elabora-
tive encoding of the image’s features, with the “visual semantics”
being embedded in the image’s representation.
Finally, as our model focused only on the directed forgetting

manipulation, we did not consider other factors found to interact
with directed forgetting in the item-method task. For instance, a recent
meta-analysis found that emotional words are more resistant to
intentional forgetting than neutral words (Hall et al., 2021), as are
words that are produced (Hourihan & MacLeod, 2008), generated
(MacLeod & Daniels, 2000), or enacted at study (Earles & Kersten,
2002). As MINERVA 2 has previously been applied to modelling the
production effect (Jamieson et al., 2016), it may be interesting to
integrate the assumptions from those simulations with the current
model to explore the interaction of directed forgettingwith production.
As for emotional words, an intriguing possibility is that they are more
resistant to forgetting due to semantic relatedness with other emotional
words encoded at study (Hall et al., 2021; Talmi&Moscovitch, 2004).
As our model imports semantic representations from DSMs, it may be
a useful tool to determine whether semantic relatedness alone can
account for emotional words’ resistance to directed forgetting.
Montagliani and Hockley (2019) documented an interesting aspect

of memorial behaviour consequent to directed forgetting. To explain that
behaviour, they proposed an explanation based on encoding operations
and how those encoding operations play out in false recognition of
category-associated foils. Our account proposes an explanation of those
effects that emphasizes retrieval yet arrives to the same empirical
conclusion. Our hope is that our computational model provides a formal
basis that can be used to think about and contribute to the ongoing
analysis of directed forgetting and recognition memory.

Résumé

Montagliani et Hockley (2019) ont présenté des preuves que l’oubli
dirigé par la méthode des items entraîne non seulement une moins
bonne reconnaissance des cibles avec indice d’oubli que des cibles
avec indice de mémorisation, mais aussi un rejet accru des pertur-
bateurs associés aux cibles avec indice d’oubli que ceux associés

aux cibles avec indice de mémorisation. Sur la base de ce résultat, ils
ont proposé que les participants encodent de manière élaboratrice
plus d’informations par niveau de catégorie à propos des cibles avec
indice de mémorisation. Nous présentons une explication de ce
résultat basée sur la récupération dans le cadre d’un modèle de
mémoire basé sur les instances. Le modèle importe les représenta-
tions de mots de deux modèles sémantiques distributionnels, l’a-
nalyse sémantique latente (LSA) et le modèle de permutation
aléatoire (RPM), dans un modèle de mémoire basé sur les instances,
MINERVA 2. Le modèle reproduit les résultats de Montagliani et
Hockley sans exiger d’hypothèses sur l’encodage élaboré des
informations de niveau de catégorie à l’étude. Les simulations
démontrent que si les résultats de Montagliani et Hockley sont
cohérents avec un compte rendu fondé sur l’encodage élaboré des
mots lors de l’étude, les résultats ne forcent pas cette conclusion. Au
contraire, un meilleur encodage des cibles avec indice de mémo-
risation lors de l’étude crée les conditions pour que les effets du
temps de récupération lors du test produisent une in"uence corres-
pondante sur la fausse reconnaissance des perturbateurs liés à la
catégorie. Notre modèle peut être utilisé comme un outil formel pour
penser et étudier les conséquences fortuites de l’oubli dirigé par les
items dans la mémoire de reconnaissance.

Mots-clés : oubli dirigé, sémantique distributionnelle, modélisation
computationnelle, théorie des instances
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Appendix

Exemplar Substitutions for Montagliani and Hockley’s (2019) Experiments 1 and 2
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Table A1
Substituted Exemplars for Terms Not Found in the Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) Corpus

Category Original Substitution

Article of clothing Tank top Undershirt
Article of furniture Futon Chair
Football position Running back Receiver
Carpenter tool Tape measure Tape
Carpenter tool Nail gun Nail
Nonalcoholic beverage Root beer Seltzer
Type of dance Electric slide Twist
Type of dance Cha cha Charleston
Footwear High heels Heels
Type of boat Paddleboat Ship
Fish N/Aa Clown!sh

a One exemplar from the Fish category was not listed in the appendix of Montagliani and Hockley (2019).
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